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Abstract

i

In 1994, the Rwandan genocide ravaged the country resulting in the death of over 1
million people within the span of 100 days. Afterwards, Rwanda was left in a state of
brokenness. Since then, Rwanda has made significant progress in re-stabilizing and can
now even be seen as a model for other developing African countries.
The genocide resulted in the creation of a huge orphan population who 16 years later have
no family, no skills, no home, and no way to succeed. Many moved to the city of Kigali
in hope of a better life. Urbanization is causing a huge problem within Rwanda because
the cities are not well equipped to handle a large population increase, thus resulting in
the creation of large slums. These slums have poor living conditions with a lack of basic
nutrition and sanitation as well as a lack of job opportunities. These orphans are too old
to enter regular academic schooling and need another alternative in order to move off
the streets and become productive adults.
As generations of Rwandans continue to dwell within these slums, the rural countryside
is slowly becoming less inhabited. As more time passes, people begin to lose touch with
the land, with the cultural rituals that shaped their society and their daily lives. The
people of Rwanda need to relearn and revalue their cultural heritage through the medium
of architecture. Architecture can be a proponent of social change to help the people of
Rwanda rediscover a sense of place and connection to the land.
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Thesis Intent
1

:: The provision of an academic education alone is not enough to better the
life of an orphan.
:: To move forward, an orphan must rediscover and reconnect with cultural
rituals of the past in order to find a sense of dwelling and community .
:: Architecture is the frame in which these cultural activities occur.
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					 Research &
			 Documentation
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Rwanda is a small country in central Africa roughly the size of Maryland. It is nicknamed
“the land of a thousand hills” for its lush, mountainous topography. Because of its high
elevation, Rwanda is blessed with an extremely temperate and moist climate good for
both living and for agriculture.
This beautiful country was ravaged by a violent genocide which has left long-lasting
effects within the society of Rwanda. It is important to seek to understand the traditional
culture of Rwanda from before the genocide in order to see how their society has changed
and continues to evolve.
4
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Kigali, Rwanda
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“Land of a Thousand Hills”
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CIA Factbook
:: Total Area: 26,338 sq.km.
:: Population: 10,746,311
:: Most densely populated country in Africa
:: 60% of population lives on less than $0.43 per day
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Urbanization
Urbanization is defined as the rapid and massive growth of, and migration to,
large cities from rural areas.
Between 1991 and 2002, the rate of urbanization increased from 5.5% to 16.7%.
Only 10% of the population currently lives in urban areas but it is estimated that
the 10% will increase to 30% by the year 2020.
The increase in urbanization rate can be attributed to the combination of several
reasons including the return of refugees after the genocide, natural population
growth, and the desire of people to leave the rural life for the city.
The city of Kigali does not have sufficient infrastructure or job opportunities
to handle this large inf lux of people. As a result, a large amount of the urban
population lives in poverty, and 80% live in slums without any land ownership.
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“ R w a n d a w i l l n e v e r e v e r l e a v e m e. It’s in the pores of my body. My soul is in those hills,
			
m y s p i r i t i s wi th th e s pi ri ts o f a l l th o s e pe o pl e wh o we re s laughtered ...”
											
- Da l l a i re
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Historical Overview
Two tribes exist within Rwanda, the Tutsi’s (20% pop) and the Hutu’s (80% pop), and originally, they
peacefully coexisted with one another sharing the same culture, language, and traditions. In the late
1800’s, Rwanda was colonized by the Germans and later by the Belgians who purposely tried to divide and
conquer the land. They created tension between the two tribes by choosing the Tutsi tribe to be in control
and rule over the Hutu’s. Later on in the late 1950’s when the Tutsi’s tried to push for independence, the
Belgians flipped the control and brought the Hutu’s into power. The Hutu’s began to persecute the Tutsi’s
as revenge for having been ruled over, and they began to indoctrinate people to believe in Hutu Power and
Tutsi persecution. Beginning in 1990, a core group of Hutu Extremists secretly began buying weapons and
training up an army to kill and exterminate all Tutsi “cockroaches.”
On the night of April 6, 1994, the president of Rwanda’s plane was shot down by a missile beginning 100
days where chaos and evil reigned. The assassination of the president was falsely blamed on the Tutsi’s
and used as a signal to all Hutu’s to begin killing every single Tutsi as a civic duty. The Hutu’s began
methodically mass killing all Tutsi’s by setting up roadblocks, using lists of names, and searching house by
house.
Over a million people were murdered within the span of 100 days. During this time, the UN and other world
powers remained mostly silent and unwilling to stop the genocide in Rwanda.
The killings were finally put to a stop when the RPF army composed of Tutsi refugees invaded from Uganda
and began rebuilding the government. Both killers and victims alike fled to refugee camps in neighboring
countries, fearful of an uncertain future. In the aftermath of the genocide, Rwanda was a broken country
in desperate need of healing.
13
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Rwandan Patriotic Front ends war
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L a s t i n g Wo u n d s
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Traditional society

The hill and the land has historically been the basis of traditional Rwandan
life. Unlike other early African societies, the Rwandan people did not settle into
villages. Instead, the hill became the primary social structure that helped to
dictate settlement patterns.
On each hill were multi-generational family compounds that included housing,
livestock, and agriculture. Within the compound, socialization occurred in which
older family members passed along cultural traditions of oral literature, dance,
music, and craft (basketry & textiles).
Agricultural practices were based upon terracing and carving of the land. Each
family developed a body of intimate and site specific knowledge of their land
passed down from generation to generation. As people migrate into the city and
into slums, many are losing the deep sense of connection to the land and the rich
daily rituals dictated by the land.
16
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Vernacular Tradition

Architectural Issues
:: What constitutes community?
:: What makes dwelling?
:: How does one design in a non-western context from a western
design background?
:: Can a sense of place and belonging be created to foster psychological
and social healing?
:: How can architecture celebrate and educate others in their
rich culture and heritage?
18

Kigali Master Plan
by AECOM Design + Planning
Denver, CO, USA
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Site Context
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Project Site
Gaculiro, Kigali, Rwanda

Project Site

Gaculiro, Kigali, Rwanda
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Project Site
Project Site
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Site Views
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Si te Ac c e ss
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Site Access
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Existing Boundaries
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Existing Paths
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Climatic Conditions
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:: Average Elevation: 2750 m
:: Located 2° below equator
:: Average Rainfall: 31.5 in

Sun Diagram
Wind Diagram

:: Average High: mid 80°F
Average Low: mid 50°F
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Program
31

Esther’s Aid for Needy and Abandoned Children is a faith-based, grass-roots organization
that began in New York. During a site visit to Rwanda in 2000, the founder, Clare Effiong
was stunned by the devastation and suffering endured by small children on the street
struggling for survival. The children were without parents, shelter, with little clothing,
poorly nourished, and in ill health. This was a direct result of the 1994 genocide, which
made them orphans and plunged them into untold hardship and abandonment. Esther’s
Aid started operation in Rwanda and set its objectives to help the children become
productive adults through basic education and skills development training program.
In order to educate these street orphans, Esther’s Aid has established a vocational school
program that teaches culinary, sewing, and arts and crafts skills to students in addition
to a Core Curriculum of English, computer skills, and entrepreneurship. Esther’s Aid
seeks to create a new school campus that will encompass residential, training, and
administrative components all in one location to accommodate their growing success.
The mission of Esther’s Aid is “to give hope to the impoverished, the hungry, and those
who have suffered greatly.”
For more information visit www.esthersaid.org .
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Vocational School

33

Enrollment
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Student Timeline
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Student Progress
Flowchart
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Programmatic Elements

Prog r a m E l e m e n t s
Classrooms
:: General
:: Sewing Machines
:: Ar ts & Craf ts Studio
:: Teaching Kitchen
Librar y

55
150
100
150

sq.m.
sq.m.
sq.m.
sq.m.
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Program
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Design Studies
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Textures

Elements
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Collages

Final Design Project
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The design of the vocational school is meant to enhance and bring attention to what is already
present in the site by creating permeable buildings which frame the rituals of daily life. The use
of woven grass screens, wooden slats, and large openable doors blur the line from what is inside
to what is outside. These architectural devices are layered upon a building core built of solid
mud block which is the vernacular building technique of Rwanda. Air and light filter through the
building to allow an awareness of exterior conditions even without direct sight.
Rain for example is a powerful element on the site which signifies the passage of time when the
rainy season comes. The rain is a reminder of the genocide since it occurred during the rainy
season and also evokes a sense of cleansing. The courtyard framed between the studio and the
library buildings create a place where rainwater is funneled and where students can sit and
experience the rain.
Light is another element which signifies the passage of time from sunrise to sunset. The layered
screens of wood and grass allow the morning light to softly brighten the room to indicate the
start of the day. At night the dwindling firelight from the central gathering space provide a
lingering memory of the communal activities that ended the night.
The school campus is zoned into two sections with the academic buildings on the top of the site
and the more private buildings used for daily living on the bottom of the site. The buildings
frame a central gathering space which hosts the core social rituals of their society of cooking,
singing, dancing, and storytelling. The centralized space evokes a memory of past traditional
settlement patterns.
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Site Section & Elevation
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Site Plan
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Studio Elevation

Kitchen Section
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Dormitory Section

Studio & Library Section
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Dormitory Perspective
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